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EDITORIALCONTENTS

With more than 12,000 spectators and 600 accredited professionals during the 
2012 edition, the Series Mania Festival, launched by Forum des Images, has now 
become a major cultural event. Through its large programming scope and stimu-
lating debates, it offers a unique overview of recent worldwide television series 
production.

From April 22 – 28, 2013 the fourth edition of Series Mania will screen over 40 
international television series, currently unreleased in France. Taking advantage 
of the vital meeting platform that the festival has become, the Forum des images 
has initiated the 1st European TV Series Co-production Forum from April 24 – 
26, alongside the public screenings.

European projects in development from Spain, France, the Czech Republic, 
England, Germany and Sweden have been selected and will be presented by 
their creators and producers to some of the most influential potential co-produ-
cers from all over Europe. Two extra-European projects, representing Israel and 
Canada, will complete this panel broadening the international range of potential 
European co-productions.

The selected participants of the 1st European TV Series Co-production Forum 
will participate to pitch sessions, individual meetings and networking events 
as well as an access to the international showcase audiovisual database which 
includes 60 recent international television series (including 30 from Europe) 
accessible on individual viewing screens.

Through this initiative, we are hoping to facilitate and broaden the perspec-
tive of European television professionals by offering an overview of current 
television series as well as meeting with new project producers and creators. 
We aspire to enhance business networking and opportunities that will secure 
adequate budgets and higher production qualities allowing better pan-European 
broadcasting of TV series.

Best wishes for an excellent festival and to numerous and significant business 
opportunities during this first European Co-production Forum

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM
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DESTINY
uk 

The untold story of the Stuarts, the extraordinary British royal dynasty from Scotland. 
More volatile, glamorous and treacherous than their Tudor predecessors, they came from 
the lawless wilds of Scotland to rule one of the greatest nations in the world. They foun-
ded a royal dynasty that would falter on the axe man’s block and culminate in civil war, 
revolution and the execution of a King. DESTINY tells the story of England’s first Stuart 
King, James; his baptism of fire as boy-King of Scotland, his triumphant journey to the 
English Court and his constant struggle to survive the ruthless politics of 17c England, 
dominated by intense religious and social conflict. It is a dangerous story of plots, assas-
sination attempts, sexual exploits and high politics, witchcraft and superstition.  -It is the 
also story of a Renaissance Prince who ruled in a golden age of English literature and art. 
Ferociously intelligent, James presided over a court which became a mecca for leading 
artists - including Shakespeare, Jonson, Byrd, and Donne. A philosopher-prince, James 
authored works of political philosophy and commissioned one of the greatest works of 
English literature, the King James Bible. 

COMPANY PROFILE 

AUThOR’S PROFILE AND NOTE OF INTENTION
Simon Block is a BAFTA nominated writer whose credits range from US network shows 
and peak time ITV and BBC1 returnable dramas, to award-winning TV film s and an 
extensive range of writing for the theatre. As well as DESTINY he is currently working on 
two BBC drama productions. 

Furneaux & Edgar productions is a new venture launched by exec producers Charles 
Furneaux and David Edgar , focusing on factually inspired drama mini-serials and retur-
nable factual series for the international market. Charles and David have produced award 
winning drama for BBC tv and Channel 4, as well as having extensive award winning 
experience across a range of factual genres made for a large number of US, European and 
UK networks. Currently they are working with Channel 4’s 4Rights. 

James was a fascinating, enlightened, European-oriented figure around whom many 
other fascinating figures of the era gravitated. With both a Catholic mother and wife in a 
Protestant country; as a father of nine with a penchant for the company of men; as a God-
ordained monarch constrained by Earthly parliament; as someone loved by his English 
subjects for being their first King in a hundred years while simultaneously distrusted by 
them for being a red-haired Scot; as a target for continual assassination and intrigue from 
cradle to grave – the themes of ambiguity and trust run the length of James’ monarchy 
(even in death his physician couldn’t decide which ailment had actually killed him). Des-
tiny is the story of a monarch leading England out of the deadly certainties of The Plague 
towards a more nuanced form of rule that relied on greater consensus, great patronage, 
and European alliance. Politically, James was a bridge between Then and Now, preparing 
the way for England to absorb the best of the Enlightenment while ultimately sending it 
plummeting towards a civil war that would end rule by absolute monarchy for ever. It is 
the story of 17th century sex and death and politics tightly focused around the court of 
King James, and told in a contemporary, WEST WING style

SYNOPSIS 

Original project title : Destiny 
Format : 6x60’
Genre : Drama
Writer(s) : Simon Block
Director(s) : tbc
Producer(s) : Charles Furneaux / David Edgar
Co-producer(s)  : tbc
TV Channel : CHANNEL 4 
International sales : 4 Rights
Development stage : Treatment and development
Shooting dates : 2014
Shooting languages  : English
Shooting locations : UK / Europe
Global estimated budget : 9,000,000 £
Budget per episode : 1,500,000 £
Financing confirmed : 4Rights
Part of co-production : -
 

GOALS AT ThE CO-PRODUCTION FORUM  
We are looking for coproduction partners with whom we can work from this point on. Our 
aim is to create a production that will be acquired by several broadcasters as a pre-sale 
rather than relying exclusively on a single full commission. Currently we have strong 
initial interest from Channel 4 Drama

Charles Furneaux

MEET ThEM AT ThE 1ST TV SERIES 
CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

Furneaux & Edgar Furneaux & Edgar
David Edgar 

Dominic Schreiber
4Rights

PROJECT INFORMATION

Furneaux & Edgar productions
The Quad, 49 Atalanta Street, London SW6 6TU
charles@furneaux-edgar.co.uk
+44 207 385 0273

CONTACTS

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM
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JORDSKOTT
sweden 

JORDSKOTT, is an intense, beautiful and mystery crime story in the deep Nordic forests 
of  Sweden. In the small Swedish community of Silverhöjd, in the outskirts of the vast nor-
thern forests, a child has disappeared without a trace. Ten years passed since the unsolved 
disappearance of police investigator Eva Thörnblad own daughter and she now returns to 
her hometown Silverhöjd. Officially to sell the company of her newly decease father. But 
the real reason of her return is to find the perpetrator convinced it is the same man striking 
again. But as Eva is drawn into the investigation she learns about the ancient mysteries 
of Silverhöjd. And she understands that there is a much deeper and darker force that she 
now must confront. Soon Eva is facing the hardest question of all: is she willing to sacrifice 
someone else’s child in order to save her own?

COMPANY PROFILE 
PALLADIUM FILM is a top rated and award-winning production company for moving 
media in Sweden. The company started in 1994 and is now part of a larger media group, 
including high-end companies for production of music, commercials and post produc-
tion. PALLADIUM FILM is an independent company owned by the three founders Iggy 
Strange-Dahl, Johan Jihde and Henrik Björn.

AUThOR’S PROFILE AND NOTE OF INTENTION
Award-winning director Henrik Björn started writing the project of his dreams, 
JORDSKOTT, a couple of years ago. All the love of film and story telling that drives him 
as a creative person was added and Jordskott is now a epic, ground breaking drama for the 
modern and demanding audience of today.

PANINI MEDIA is an international distributor focused on independent, original family 
entertainment. PANINI MEDIA operates as part of The Licensing Machine (TLM), the Pa-
nini Group Licensing agency, and is now concentrating on extending its successful legacy 
into supplying quality programming into the TV distribution arena. PANINI MEDIA has 
developed a portfolio of titles which is extending its activity into all vibrant areas of broad-
casting and currently includes Japanese anime, SCI-FI/Fantasy and Drama series as well as 
Documentaries. The PANINI Group is the worldwide leader in the collectibles and trading 
cards sector and a very significant publisher of magazines, comics and juvenile books.

JORDSKOTT is a fresh hybrid of crime, drama and mystery that I think will capture the 
audience. It’s an exploration in how far we are ready to go in order to save what we love 
the most. On a parallel layer, the story is about the ignorance from our modern society 
towards nature. The story´s protagonist (Eva Thörnblad) is a woman who suffers from a 
big loss and now has one real driving force in life – to protect those who are most innocent 
of all, the children. Everything is put at stake for her when she faces the hardest question 
of all: how far is she ready to go in order to save her own daughter? Can she even sacrifice 
someone else’s child? The story is epic, beautiful and frightening. It’s Swedish crime with a 
strong twist, all executed with an international touch for the demanding audience of today. 
JORDSKOTT is very visually driven, my influences are films such as “Pan’s Labyrinth” and 
“Let the Right One In”. Story telling in full effect!

SYNOPSIS 

Original project title : JORDSKOTT – based on the 
Tales of Silverhöjd
Format : 10x58’
Genre : Nordic Crime Drama series 
Author(s) : Henrik Björn
Writer(s) : Henrik Björn / Fredrik T Olsson / 
Alexander Kantsjö
Director(s) : Henrik Björn 
Producer(s) : Johan Rudolphie / Filip Hammarström
Co-producer(s)  : SVT 
TV Channel : SVT
International sales : PANINI MEDIA a division of 
PANINI U.K. Ltd 
Development stage : Advanced develepment and 
pre-production
Shooting dates : Early spring 2014
Shooting languages  : Swedish
Shooting locations : Sweden, tbd 
Global estimated budget : 13, 400, 000 $
Budget per episode : 1, 340, 000 $
Financing confirmed : 40 %
Part of co-production : -

GOALS AT ThE CO-PRODUCTION FORUM  
Pitching JORDSKOTT at Co-Production Forum will offer the possibility to meet with 
production companies and discuss with them about possible business models to explore. 
We also wish to meet with broadcasters and Media Desk representatives to evaluate and 
assess options to the full achievement of prospective financing plans available.

Henrik Björn

MEET ThEM AT ThE 1ST TV SERIES 
CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

Palladium Film
Filip Hammarström

Bruno Zarka
Panini Media

Tony Verdini
Panini Media

Palladium Film

PROJECT INFORMATION

PANINI MEDIA, a division of Panini UK Ltd 
Brockbourne House 77, Tunbridge Wells, UK
bzarka@panini.it - tverdini@panini.it
+39 335 1207909

CONTACTS

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

PALLADIUM FILM 
Kungsgatan 4b, Stockholm, Sweden
henrik@palladiumfilm.se - filip@palladiumfilm.se
+46  8 444 98 80
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...a modern historical 
family saga with crime plot...

THE
R E P U B L I C

Outstanding European Producers 
of the year 2011 at TVF Monte Carlo 

Created by 

POWER & GRACE
Germany 

Chalk and cheese detective duo Liz Power and Walter Grace specialise in crimes in the 
European high society jet set. They are top-notch detectives for a huge insurance company 
based in London and Paris. Investigating murder cases is not their only occupation, when 
a racehorse is killed, expensive art is stolen or a plastic surgeon loses a finger, if it’s highly 
insured they get sent.
The division of tasks within the detective team is as simple as it is effective. Liz, herself 
from an aristocratic background, speaks the language of the Lords and Ladies and Walter 
chats with the drivers and the cooks. She is an eye-catching, model-like beauty and he looks 
so average that he disappears into the crowd. She is sometimes too distant to get the infor-
mation, while he is a friend of the underdog, unfocused, chaotic, but a visionary. 
Intelligent entertainment and treacherous crime in the beautiful world of the super rich. 
Exciting and well researched whodunit stories, full of twists and charming irony.

COMPANY PROFILE 

AUThOR’S PROFILE AND NOTE OF INTENTION
Ralph Christians, CEO of Molten Rock Media, has worked for 25 years as a writer, creator 
and producer in Ireland , Germany and Iceland and co-produced endless shows with Nor-
thern European partners. In 2008 he was European Creative Producer of the Year in the US.
We want to develop a show that brings a new, fresh and funky colour to the usually more 
dark TV crime series. Since “Power & Grace” has locations in the Mega houses of the super 
rich and famous all over Europe, a bright and delightful style will underline this sometimes 
grotesque world. While the stories will be exciting and entertaining, the focus will be on 
the two main characters and their unique personalities. It’s important that neither Power 
nor Grace descend to the level of parody or cliché. We want them to be living, breathing 
characters of flesh and blood and we will, in each episode, reveal new layers to them as well 
as new aspects of their backstories. Since each episode will feature a different environ-
ment - be it the worlds of professional football, haute couture or international banking - it’s 
important that these be drawn accurately and deliberately. The aim is to create a detective 
series with a distinctive identity.

Molten Rock Media GmbH (MR) is a film production company based Northern Germany, 
focused on the development, financing and (co) production of live action crime series, 
TV event movies and feature films for the European and international market. Since the 
majority of productions are shot in English and developed for global exploitation, Molten 
Rock Media has a functioning network of national and international production partners, 
broadcasters, distributors and financiers.

SYNOPSIS 

Original project title : Power & Grace
Format : 7x52’
Genre : Crime in High Places
Writer(s) : Ralph Christians / Katrin Hensel-Ovenden / 
Marteinn Thorisson
Director(s) :  Stuart Orme
Producer(s) : Ralph Christians / Clodagh Freeman / 
Katrin Hensel-Ovenden
Co-producer(s)  :  Pampa Production, Nicolas Traube
TV Channel : tbc
International sales : Global Screen
Development stage : Bible, Storylines,  1st draft pilot 
script
Shooting dates : 2014
Shooting languages  : ENGLISH
Shooting locations : IRELAND / UK / GERMANY / 
FRANCE /AUSTRIA
Global estimated budget : 6, 650, 000 €
Budget per episode : 950,000 €
Financing confirmed : Development (Nordmedia Film 
Fund & Global Screen) / Global Screen, MG World 
Distribution
Part of co-production : - 

GOALS AT ThE CO-PRODUCTION FORUM  
The aim of participating is to find European co-production partners, co-financiers or broad-
casters for pre-sales to start collaborating with us at this early stage, where the concept is 
ready to go, but the facets can still be polished and refined.

Ralph Christians

MEET ThEM AT ThE 1ST TV SERIES 
CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

Molten Rock Media Molten Rock Media
Katrin Hensel-Ovenden

Nicolas Traube
Pampa Productions

PROJECT INFORMATION

MOLTEN ROCK MEDIA GmbH
Feldstrasse 58, 28203 Bremen, Germany
ralph.christians@moltenrock.eu 
katrin.hensel@moltenrock.eu
+49 42169625520
www. moltenrock.eu

CONTACTS

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM
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...a modern historical 
family saga with crime plot...

THE
R E P U B L I C

Outstanding European Producers 
of the year 2011 at TVF Monte Carlo 

Created by 

ThE REPUBLIC
czech republic 

THE REPUBLIC is a unique blend of family saga, melodrama, ghost story and murder-
mystery. We follow three generations of Valenta’s family through, possibly, the richest 
period in Czech modern history. 
From the end of the World War I in 1918 till the conclusion of WWII in May 1945, we map 
the events and everyday life of the Valenta family members in a country sandwiched 
between Russia and Germany.

COMPANY PROFILE 

AUThOR’S PROFILE AND NOTE OF INTENTION
Filip Bobinski and Petr Sizling created and produced the award winning retro series Vypravej 
(Wonderful times) which became a hugh success in the local market and received professio-
nal recognition internationaly (Monte Carlo Golden Nymph 2011). They have also produced 
other successful long-running tv series, both for commercial and public broadcasters before.

THE REPUBLIC is an entertaining period drama, a family saga, that combines a strong story 
with an attractive visual concept. It is a mix of melodrama and mystery that will keep the 
audience on the edge of their seats and wanting more. There’s also a subplot of a ghostory, 
narrated from the
childerns point of view. We are looking at the most interesting era in the history - between 
two world wars - seeing from a country sandwiched between Russia and Germany. The time 
maybe old, but the the universal human dramas and values are very much contemporary.

Dramedy is one of the leading production companies in Prague and the most prolific inde-
pendent producer of TV fiction in the Czech Republic. Dramedy introduced the creative pro-
ducer’s approach to the TV fiction in the territory, introduced the first series created by a team 
of scriptwriters and was the first in the country to produce TV series based on an adaptation 
of a scripted format. 
Dramedy has been producing the original, in-house developed retro series Vypravej since 
2008. This series follows the lives of an ordinary Czech family from the mid 1960s to the 
present day. Vypravej almost doubled the audience share of its timeslot on Czech Television 
and was awarded TyTy Series of the Year 2009, 2010, 2011 and Golden Nymph in Monte Carlo 
TVF 2011. Dramedy team members have solid experience with international co-productions 
and finance. 

SYNOPSIS 

Original project title : První Republika
Format : 22 x 52’
Genre : Historical Family Saga With Crime Plot
Writer(s) : Jan Gardner / Magdalena Buštová 
Director(s) :  Biser A. Arichtev
Producer(s) : Filip Bobiňski, Petr Šizling
Co-producer(s)  :  Czech Television
TV Channel : CT 1
International sales : tbc
Development stage : pre-production
Shooting dates : July 2013 – March 2014
Shooting languages  : Czech
Shooting locations : Czech Republic
Global estimated budget : 5 500 000 €
Budget per episode : 225 000 € / 52’ version
Financing confirmed : CT1
Part of co-production : 10%

GOALS AT ThE CO-PRODUCTION FORUM  
Dramedy International is looking for minority co-producer/s and/or possible international 
sales company for THE REPUBLIC.
Dramedy is also looking for projects to enter in as minority co-producer. 

Filip Bobiňski 

MEET ThEM AT ThE 1ST TV SERIES 
CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

Dramedy Productions Dramedy Productions
Samuele Proietti

Marketa Stinglova
Czech Television

PROJECT INFORMATION

DRAMEDY Productions s.r.o.
Ďáblická 965/2h, 
182 00,  Praha 8, Czech Republic
+420 271752470 
www.dramedy.cz

CONTACTS

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM
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TREPALIUM
France 

Imagine... Towards the end of the 21st Century, a society in decline, whose economic situation 
is simply nightmarish: 20% of its population is actively employed while 80% is out of work. The 
«Actives» live secluded within the city. The «Jobless» live on the fringes, in the «Zone». Between 
the two is a fortified wall. Two opposing territories: a dehumanized society. The TREPALIUM 
series tells a tale of survival.  That of the Jobless, hungry, thirsty, living in a state of total aban-
don, and that of the Actives, terrorized by the idea of losing their jobs. The former have soli-
darity by which to hold fast, the latter have the illusion of comfort, but each «camp» expresses 
a different facet of the same suffering: the suffering of work. Whether you have it or not, it is a 
source of anxiety, of torture. Can a society be made up solely of survivors? Overnight, everything 
goes awry: Jobless activists kidnap the Minister of Work. In exchange for his liberation, the 
Government and its Prime Minister have no option but to launch an emergency social measure: 
the «Empty Job Measure»: 10,000 Jobless will be employed and paid by the Actives. A breach 
suddenly opens up between the City and the Zone. After decades of separation, the Jobless and 
the Actives will rub shoulders once more. Will they be able to bear this imposed confrontation?

COMPANY PROFILE 

AUThOR’S PROFILE AND NOTE OF INTENTION

Sophie Hiet : a 2001 graduate of the screenwriting department of La Fémis, Sophie Hiet writes for 
Film and for TV. She worked with the director Julie Lopes Curval, with whom she co-wrote « Toi 
et Moi » (2006) and « Mères et Filles » (2009). She is now completing a script for another feature 
film to be directed by Curval. In TV, she has written for the drama series « Plus Belle La Vie » 
(France 3), « Bienvenue aux Edelweiss » (TF1) and « Les Revenants » (Canal+), amongst others.

Our approach is to use the genre to comment on society, to examine major issues via an enter-
taining tale. We find the themes of work and social usefulness particularly fascinating as they 
are at the heart of modern society: today, we define ourselves through our jobs, and they form 
an integral part of our identity. Not having one increasingly leads to exclusion, to a loss of 
identity and dignity. We find the genre of social science fiction very exciting, as it provides the 
opportunity to talk about society and its ills by extrapolating situations, associating the plea-
sure of narration with the seriousness of the subject in question.  By imagining the future, we 
try to better understand our present world. We like social science fiction and science fiction, 
not for its excessive special effects or settings, but on the contrary, for its unhinged universes, 
for the human trajectories portrayed, and for what these genres disseminate. Our references 
are Richard Fleischer’s Soylent Green, Andrew Niccol’s Gattaca and Alfonso Cuaron’s The 
Children of Men - masterpieces that have managed to transcend the genre with emotionally 
powerful tales told without excessive and unjustified means.

Kelija is a department of Feniprod created in July 2012 by Lagardere Entertainment, first 
producer and creator of Tv drama in France. Katia Rais is the TV producer in charge of Kelija. 
She has produced many Tv drama and series for principals French broadcasters. Before she 
used to work at M6 as artistic director on development of Tv drama and series during 8 years.

SYNOPSIS 

Original project title : Trepalium
Format: 6x52’
Genre: Social Science Fiction 
Writer(s): Sophie Hiet / Antarès Bassis
Director(s):  tbd
Producer(s): Katia Raïs
Co-producers: -
TV channel in the country of origin: ARTE
International sales: Kelija
Current stage of the project : 1st draft 6 synopsis
Shooting dates : April 2014
Shooting languages :  tbd
Shooting locations : tbd
Global estimated budget : 6, 000, 000 €
Budget per episode : 1, 000, 000 €
Financing confirmed : ARTE
Part of co-production : tbd

GOALS AT ThE CO-PRODUCTION FORUM  
The coproduction will provide help to sustain and to enrich artistic technical and visual 
desires of our project. Every kind of coproduction or association is needed: shooting could be 
in any European country, presales to any European broadcaster, financing coproduction…

Katia Raïs

Adrienne Frajacques

Judith Louis

Antarés Bassis Sophie Hiet

MEET ThEM AT ThE 1ST TV SERIES 
CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

Kelija productions

Arte

Arte

Author Author

PROJECT INFORMATION

KELIJA department of Feniprod
24-26 quai Alphonse Le Gallo 92100 
Boulogne-Billancourt, France
katia.rais@lagardere-active.com
+33 6 08 48 28 87

CONTACTS

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

Antarès Bassis completed a postgraduate degree (DEA) in screenwriting and directing in 
2004. He is currently writing two comedy features as well as working on a documentary about 
a contemporary circus company. In parallel, Antarès conducts writing workshops at the Mai-
son du Geste et de l’Image and the Cinématèque in Paris.

Sophie Hiet and Antarés Bassin co-wrote 2 award-winning short features : « L’Emploi vide », 
a science fiction tale, and « Porteur d’hommes », a humanistic fable and they completed the 
script for a comedy feature.  
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REVENGE
spain 

After having been brutally beaten by her supervisors, María, a young Romanian prostitute 
taken to Spain under false promises, lives enslaved and threatened with having her family 
murdered in Romania. She will have the opportunity of collaborating with the police in 
an attempt to stop the human trafficking organization which exploits her. Thanks to her 
collaboration, the police will be about to arrest members of the organization who also control 
other international networks of counterfeit credit cards and trafficking in stolen luxury cars.
But there are many interests involved. The leaders of the network will be released without 
charge. Disappointed, she realizes that both her life and the life of her family are worth little. 
She decides to drop her legal search of justice, starting a quest of destructive revenge which 
will uncover a net of lies, extortion, corruption, money, power, humiliation and misery of 
those on both sides of the law in this business of sexual exploitation of women.  

COMPANY PROFILE 

AUThOR’S PROFILE AND NOTE OF INTENTION
Enrique Urbizu and Michel Gaztambide : winners of the Spanish Goya Awards 2012 for 
best Script, best Director and best film for “No habrá paz para los malvados”, directed by 
Enrique Urbizu. Both are the screenwriters of more than ten titles. “La caja 507” and “La 
vida Mancha” among others. 
VENGANZA is a fiction drawn from extremely cruel and real contemporary events: the 
white slave trade. The trade in human beings and their ruthless exploitation. It is a Euro-
pean story. A story of physical, political and moral boundaries. Here and now. María is a 18 
years old Romanian taken to Spain to be exploited as a prostitute. When she no longer can 
bear more humiliation, degradation, she rebels. She tries to rely on the law and to get away 
from her living hell. But the law sometimes fails. Around María unfolds an amazing world 
of pimps and law enforcement officials, lawyers and henchmen, prosecutors and judges. 
Those who make the law and take profit of it. The story of those who exploit, rape, murder; 
and those who try to stop it. However, María is unbeatable. She does not want justice. Not 
anymore. She wants revenge: it is the only way left for her. The only choice others left for 
her. The only way she has to become again a human being.

PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT is Grupo Prisa´s audiovisual production company.  Leader in 
Portugal and one of the top companies in Spain, Plural has produced more than 3.400 hours 
of content during 2011/12, producing TV shows of every genre for all Spanish and Portu-
guese Broadcasters. With special focus on Telenovelas´ production in Portugal, in Spain, in 
2012, Plural provided production services for the miniseries ‘Falcon’, a Sky, ZDF and Canal+ 
Spain coproduction and has produced some of the most innovative and edgy TV series for 
Cuatro and Telecinco.

CONVOY FILMS is an audiovisual production company created by Gustavo Ferrada, produ-
cer and Head of Production at Sociedad General de Cine S.A. (SOGECINE) for 11 years and 
former Director of the Film department at Televisión Española (TVE).  Currently, Gustavo 
is executive producer of “Futbolín” Animated 3D Feature Film. International coproduction 
with Jempsa and Plural-Jempsa and Antena 3 Films, directed by Juan José Campanella, 
Oscar’s winner for best foreign Film in 2010 for “El secreto de sus ojos” and also nominated 
for the same award in 2001 for “El hijo de la novia”. 

SYNOPSIS 

Original project title : Venganza
Format: 6x52’
Genre: Thriller
Writer(s): Enrique Urbizu / Michel Gaztambide
Director(s):  Enrique Urbizu
Producer(s): Gustavo Ferrada / Nathalie García
Co-producers: -
TV channel in the country of origin: CANAL +
International sales: tbc
Current stage of the project : 1st draft
Shooting dates : 2014
Shooting languages :  Spanish / English / German / 
Romanian
Shooting locations : tbc
Global estimated budget : 6, 000, 000 €
Budget per episode : 1, 000, 000 €
Financing confirmed : MEDIA Programme, Canal Plus 
Spain Development
Part of co-production : -

GOALS AT ThE CO-PRODUCTION FORUM  
To generate enthusiasm among those TV commissioners and producers that might feel that 
VENGANZA is the right project in which to get involved from the earliest possible stages.
To bring in partners who can put forward new points of view to help enrich the series and 
further develop all its values.  

Gustavo Ferrada Nathalie García 

MEET ThEM AT ThE 1ST TV SERIES 
CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

Convoy Films Plural Entertainment

Canal+ Spain
Susana Herreras 

PROJECT INFORMATION

CONVOY FILMS
c/ Sagasta 20 3ºDcha 28004 Madrid
gustavo.ferrada@convoyfilms.es
+34 914260253

PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT
Avda Labradores 1 -2º 28760 Tres Cantos, Madrid
NathalieG@pluralent.com
+34 917368400

CONTACTS

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM
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JERUSALEM
israel 

JERUSALEM is a unique gritty and realistic crime drama that reveals the brutal struggles 
between God’s official and unofficial representatives, willing to do anything to conquer 
another square meter in the Old City.  Our story begins when the body of a young Arab 
working for an EU delegation is found. Anne Marrie, (30), a Belgian Christian Orthodox 
EU delegate is sent to accompany Amir, (38), a local corrupt police captain leading the 
investigation. Anne is shocked to find out that the motive for the murder lies, as everything 
in Jerusalem, in a more profound level, in archeological findings. Underneath the victim’s 
home, a casket was unearthed, and in it the presumed decaying bones of Christ himself! 
The murder investigation turns to a frantic search for the lost casket and takes Anne for a 
journey that unravels the feuds, desires, lies and all-consuming faith that make up the holy 
city of Jerusalem. A journey that will change her and all she has believed in forever.

COMPANY PROFILE 

AUThOR’S PROFILE AND NOTE OF INTENTION
David Akerman is one of Israeli’s most experienced screenwriters. He graduated with 
honors from the Screenwriting School in Tel-Aviv. He has written numerous scripts for TV 
and Cinema co-productions (Playoff, Wasserman The Rain Man). The past few years he 
devoted to the series Jerusalem.
Assaf Bernstein has graduated Cum Laude from NYU Film school. His short films and 
documentaries won numerous international awards. He wrote and directed the acclaimed 
The Debt, (2007). The Miramax remake of The Debt stars Oscar winner Helen Mirren and 
Jessica Chastain. It has opened in the # 2 slot at the U.S. Box Office In August 2011 and went 
on to gross more than $70M worldwide. In 2011-12 Assaf directed all 12 episodes of the series 
Allenby.
I was blessed or cursed if you will with direct access to the men and organizations that run the 
world’s holiest city. I was exposed to the covert and largely unknown realms behind the sacred 
facades. I was privileged to see the consolation and hope that the city provides to the Millions 
who visit her each year. I’ve met with true men of faith and also with the corrupt individuals 
who claim to be representatives of the same God. Through them I learned that «Faith» is a 
huge business that brings in billions, tax free, that few are aware of their existence. It is in no 
wonder then, they all viciously fight for a bigger piece of the Old City no matter the cost. So 
perhaps Nietzsche was right - God is dead, we killed him. And perhaps ever since we just cyni-
cally use his name to make a profit.
Out of respect for the unique and complex old city, it took me 8 years to research JERUSALEM. 
Showing the intricate and fascinating truth behind the holiness that many are willing to die for.

Mosh Danon has been a producer for over 20 years. His company Inosan Productions 
specializes in Feature Films, TV series and Documentaries. He served as Chairman of 
the Israeli Film & TV Producers Association for 3 years. In 2011 he received the honorary 
degree of Chevalier des Arts et des Letters from the French government. His work include 
Academy Nominee and Award winning Film Ajami, Allenby (FIPA official selection) and 
the In Treatment sold as remake to HBO and broadcasted worldwide.

SYNOPSIS 

Original project title : Moraha
Format: 12x45’
Genre: Drama
Writer(s): David Akerman
Director(s):  Assaf Bernstein
Producer(s): Mosh Danon
Co-producers: -
TV channel in the country of origin: Jerusalem Film & 
Television Fund
International sales:  - 
Current stage of the project : advanced development
Shooting dates: tbc
Shooting languages:  English / French / Arabic / 
Hebrew
Shooting locations: Jerusalem, the old city
Global estimated budget: 5,640,000 €
Budget per episode: 470,000 € 
Financing confirmed: 208,000 €
Part of co-production: -

GOALS AT ThE CO-PRODUCTION FORUM  
Jerusalem is a series of different worlds colliding; it’s a project that requires international col-
laboration. The forum is a great platform to meet colleagues from all backgrounds and benefit 
from their experience and knowledge. With their help we hope to find investors and bring the 
series to life.

Mosh Danon

MEET ThEM AT ThE 1ST TV SERIES 
CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

Inosan Productions Director

Author

Assaf Bernstein

David Akerman

PROJECT INFORMATION

INOSAN PRODUCTIONS 
18, Yosef Karo Street, 67014 Tel Aviv, Israel
dorit@inosan.co.il  /  mosh@inosan.co.il 
+972 36204535  
+972 544850140 - Mosh Danon Mobile
+972 505951466 - Dorit Perel Mobile

CONTACTS

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM
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NAUTILUS
uk / canada 

In a sudden flash of light, without warning, almost all of the people on Earth disappeared. In 
the following days and hours, the remaining population was decimated by huge earthquakes 
and terrible floods  TWENTY YEARS LATER the fight for survival is desperate, and the rules 
have changed: a new world has been born from the destruction, a world where trees grow 
incandescent leaves, and humans grow razor teeth. In Paris, great walls protect the survivors 
from the mutants. Franklin and his brother Peter are both ‘true’ humans, but their survival 
outside Paris is almost a miracle. Fleeing to Paris’ relative safety, they stumble upon a place, 
where a team from the past worked on a project to restore the world after the apocalypse: an 
ark of all of human knowledge. They created an extraordinary ship to find and protect the 
ark, called Nautilus. The brothers find the Nautilus with the help of the mysterious Eva 
Monroe, and embark on an incredible journey to restore the world to its former glory.

COMPANY PROFILE 

AUThOR’S PROFILE AND NOTE OF INTENTION
Matthew Bouch is an award winning writer/producer best known for co-creating the hit 
show Being Human which has been successfully re-versioned in the USA. He produced the 
first two BAFTA-nominated seasons of Dr Who spin-off The Sarah Jane Adventures, and 
has just completed work on My Mad Fat Diary.  He is currently producing the new Starz 
series Da Vinci.

Nautilus is a perfect concept for co-production.  Its setting is a world where nationality is 
irrelevant.  
This is the story of a new world, where borders  have disappeared and whole land masses 
lost.  A world where the few remaining people of the human  race have to both fight for 
survival and search  out life as they once knew it.
An action packed series full of possibilities, Nautilus is a family orientated drama series 
that will constantly surprise and challenge the viewer.

BIG TREE PRODUCTIONS : Simon Wright, Managing Director of Big Tree Productions, 
started his producing career at the Comic Strip. After leaving to work as a freelance TV 
writer for 2 years, Simon then joined Working Title and served as the President of Working 
Title Television for 17 years.

SHAFTESBURY is an internationally successful business with offices in Canada and Los 
Angeles and operations spanning the production of drama, kids, factual entertainment and 
digital media content.

SYNOPSIS 

Original project title : Nautilus
Format: 13x60’
Genre: Science Fiction
Writer(s): Mathew Bouch
Director(s):  tbd
Producer(s): Simon Wright / Christina Jennings
Co-producers: -
TV channel in the country of origin: tbd
International sales:  tbd
Current stage of the project : 1st draft script complete
Shooting dates: tbc
Shooting languages:  English
Shooting locations: UK / Canada / France
Global estimated budget: 26, 000, 000 $
Budget per episode: 2, 000, 000 $
Financing confirmed: -
Part of co-production: -

GOALS AT ThE CO-PRODUCTION FORUM  
Sci-fi is a traditional hard sell in Europe.  It’s hoped that by being given the opportunity to 
pitch Nautilus to European Broadcasters then we can alleviate some of the concerns about 
the genre with respect to the series and enthuse them with the ongoing possibilities that 
a show like Nautilus affords.  Feed back is essential if program makers are serious about 
co-production  and it’s just as valuable to Producers to listen to Broadcasters thoughts on 
shows  as it is to be given the opportunity to pitch the shows in the first place. The oppor-
tunity to discuss Nautilus and  share its secrets with other like-minded  Producer collea-
gues and Broadcasters is a rare and potentially extremely enlightening experience for all 
concerned..

Simon Wright

MEET ThEM AT ThE 1ST TV SERIES 
CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

Big Tree Productions

PROJECT INFORMATION

BIG TREE PRODUCTIONS
Moorstock House, Moorstock lane Kent  UK TN25 6LA
+44 1303 813967

SHAFTESBURY FILMS INC.
SFI: #100-163 Queen Street East, 
Toronto, ON,  Canada, M5A 1S1
ahaight@shaftesbury.ca
+1 416 3631411

CONTACTS

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM
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TODD ABBOTT     
PIGEON FANCIER

Producer
toddabbott@me.com

DAVID AKERMAN      
Author

dorit@inosan.co.il

ROBERTO AMOROSO      
SKY ITALY

Creative Director Cinema Channels 
roberto.amoroso@skytv.it

KLAUS BASSINER
SERVUS TV

Head of drama
              klaus.bassiner@servustv.com

ALINE AVEDIKIAN 
RED ARROW INTERNATIONAL

Regional Sales Manager France
             Aline.Avedikian@redarrowinternational.tv

ANTARèS BASSIS
Author

antares.bassis@gmail.com

                                  CAROLINE BENJO
HAUT ET COURT

Producer
                caroline.benjo@hautetcourt.com     

FILIP BOBIňSKI 
DRAMEDY PRODUCTIONS 
Producer 
bobinski@dramedy.cz 

MELANIE BROZEIT
RTL  
Producer 
melanie.brozeit@rtl-extern.de 

RALPH CHRISTIANS
MOLTEN ROCK  
Producer 
ralph.christians@gmail.com 

RUTH CLARKE 
ITV STUDIOS
Director Global Acquisitions and Co-Productions  
ruth.clarke@itv.com 

BAPTISTE COELHO
BACK-UP MEDIA  
Producer 
bcoelho@backupfilms.com 

who’s
who?

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

HENRIK BJöRN
PALLADIUM FILM
Author and director
henrik@palladiumfilm.se

ASSAF BERNSTEIN
Author
dorit@inosan.co.il

Project rePresentatiVe

Project rePresentatiVe

Project rePresentatiVe

Project rePresentatiVe

Project rePresentatiVe

LIST OF ALL PARTICIPANTS IN ALPhABETICAL ORDER
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who’s
who?

DAREN DALE
BLACKFELLA FILMS

Producer
darren@blackfellafilms.com.au 

MOSH DANON
INOSAN
Producer

mosh@inosan.co.il

ISABELLE  DEGEORGES 
GAUMONT TELEVISION

Fictions producer
IDEGEORGES@gaumont.fr

JIMMY DESMARAIS
HAUT ET COURT

Producer
jimmy.desmarais@hautetcourt.com

                           BEN DONALD
   BBC WORLDWIDE

Executive Producer - International Drama
ben.donald@bbc.com

RICHARD FELL
CARNIVAL FILM & TV  
Executive Producer  
richardfell@me.com 

GUSTAVO FERRADA
CONVOY  
Producer 
gustavo.ferrada@convoyfilms.es 

PIERRE-EMMANUEL FLEURANTIN
EGO PRODUCTIONS  
Financial director 
p.e.fleurantin@egoproduction.fr

FRANçOIS FLORENTINY
ITV STUDIOS FRANCE  
General Director
francois.florentiny@itv.com  

ADRIENNE FRéJACqUES 
ARTE FRANCE
Commissioning Editor 
a-frejacques@artefrance.fr 

CHARLES FURNEAUx 
FURNEAUX & EDGAR 
Producer 
charles@furneaux-edgar.co.uk 

  UTA EBERHARDT
MEDIA ANTENNE BERLIN-BRANDENBURG

u.eberhardt@medienboard.de

DAVID EDGAR
FURNEAUX & EDGAR
Producer
david@furneaux-edgar.co.uk

who’s
who?

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

RENATA CZARNKOWSKA-LISTOś 
TVP

Managing Director of the TVP’s Film Agency 
renata.czarnkowska-listos@tvp.pl

Project rePresentatiVe

Project rePresentatiVe

Project rePresentatiVeProject rePresentatiVeProject rePresentatiVe

Project rePresentatiVe
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HåKAN HAMMARéN
FUNDAMENT FILM

Producer
hakan@fundamentfilm.se

FILIP  HAMMARSTRöM
PALLADIUM FILM

Producer
filip@palladiumfilm.se

KATRIN HENSEL-OVENDEN
MOLTEN ROCK 

 Producer
katrinhensel@gmx.de

SUSANA HERRERAS
CANAL + SPAIN
Head of original productions
SusanaH@prisatv.com

FRANCIS HOPKINSON
ITV STUDIOS  
Creative Director

YOCHANAN KREDO 
JULY AUGUST  
Producer 
yo@jap.co.il 

DANIEL ISAACS
KUDOS
Chief Operating Officier
disaacs@kudosfilmandtv.com

DOMINIqUE JUBIN
CANAL + FRANCE
Deputy director of French fiction 
and coproduction original creations
Dominique.JUBIN@canal-plus.com

ALExANDER KEIL
PRODUCERS AT WORK
Executive Producer International Co-production
alexander.Keil@producersatwork.de

who’s
who?

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

JOHN GRIFFIN
COMPANY PICTURES

Executive Producer

RACHEL GLAISTER
ALL3MEDIA

Head Of Press And Marketing
rachel.glaister@all3media.com

SOPHIE HIET
Author
sophiehiet@gmail.com

NATHALIE GARCIA 
PLURAL ENTERTAINEMENT

Producer
NathalieG@pluralent.com

SOPHIE GIGON 
FRANCE TELEVISIONS

Director of coordination and fiction strategy
sophie.gigon@francetv.fr

Project rePresentatiVe Project rePresentatiVe

Project rePresentatiVe

Project rePresentatiVe

Project rePresentatiVe
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PHILIPP KREUZER
BAVARIA

Head of Co-Production and International
Philipp.Kreuzer@Bavaria-Film.de

who’s
who?

 JULIEN MENCIèRE 
ZDF ENTERPRISES

Responsible for sales and acquisitions 
julien.menciere@zdf-enterprises.de

BRITTA MEYERMANN 
TELEPOOL
Head of Programme Acquisitions
meyermann@telepool.de

PETER NADERMANN 
NADCON FILM 
CEO
peter.nadermann@nadcon-film.de

SANDRA OUAISS 
NEWEN 
Coproduction Advisor, International Scripted
souaiss@newencontent.com

ALExANDRE PIEL 
ZODIAK RIGHTS 
Senior Vice President Sales & Acquisitions
alexandre.piel@zodiakrights.com

SALLY RILEY
ABC
Director diversity programs
riley.sally@abc.net.au 

who’s
who?

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

RUTH MCCANCE 
SPARKS NETWORKS

Head of fiction
ruth@sparksnetwork.com

OSKAR MALMqUIST 
TV4

Business affairs drama
Maud.Henrekson@tv4.se

KATIA RAïS 
KELIJA
Producer 
Katia.RAIS@Lagardere-Active.com

MARILYNE MAIA
SCOPE PICTURES

Production Manager
marilyne@scopeinvest.be

SAMUELE PROIETTI 
DRAMEDY PRODUCTIONS
Head of international business affairs
samuele@dramedy.cz

JUDITH LOUIS 
ARTE

Head of fiction
j-louis@artefrance.fr

CHRISTOPHE LOUIS
BE FILMS

Producer
christophe.louis@be-films.com

Project rePresentatiVe

Project rePresentatiVe

Project rePresentatiVe
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åSA SJöBERG
TV4

Director of Programmes
asa.sjoberg@tv4.se

MARKETA STINGLOVA 
CESKA TELEVIZE

Manager of International Programme Project Center
marketa.stinglova@ceskatelevize.cz

SNORRI THORISSON
PEGASUS 

Producer
snorri@pegasus.is

MIRIT TOOVI 
HOT
Head of drama
Mirit.Toovi@hot.net.il

NICOLAS TRAUBE
PAMPA PRODUCTION
Producer
traube@wanadoo.fr

TONY VERDINI 
PANINI MEDIA
Senior Sales and Marketing Manager
TVerdini@Panini.it

JéRôME VINCENDON
BETA FILM
Producer
jerome.vincendon@betafilm.com

HENRIK WIDMAN
MATADOR
Producer
henrik@matadorfilm.se

who’s
who?

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

DANIEL WALKER 
BSKYB
TV Drama commissioner

AGATA  WALKOSZ
MEDIABRIGADE
Producer 
agata@mediabrigade.pl

DOMINIC SCHREIBER 
4RIGHTS (CHANNEL 4)

Rights development manager
DSchreiber@Channel4.co.uk

JAN SCHüTTE
DFFB

Director
j.schuette@dffb.de

IVAN SADIK
TROISIèME ŒIL PRODUCTIONS

Producer
isadik@troisiemeoeil.net

HANS ROSSINé 
NRK

Head of International Co-productions
hans.rossine@nrk.no

Project rePresentatiVe

Project rePresentatiVeProject rePresentatiVe

Project rePresentatiVe
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BRUNO ZARKA
PANINI MEDIA

Sales Manager
BZarka@Panini.it

SIMON WRIGHT
BIG TREE PRODUCTIONS

Producer
simon.wright@bigtreeproductions.co.uk

CHRISTIAN WIKANDER
SVT

Head of Drama
christian.wikander@svt.se

The Who’s Who? was made with information received before April 17th, 2013

who’s
who?

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM
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LIST OF SERIESWhAT’S ThE 
ShOWCASE ? 

Combatientes* / Volver a Nacer
A Moody Christmas* / Please Like Me* / Puberty Blues* / Redfern 
Now*
Braunschlag 
Clan / Deadline 14/10* / Quiz Me Quick
Noces croisées
Adam & Eve / Mon meilleur ami* / Unité 9*
Volver a Mi
El Laberinto / La Promesa
Burning Bush* / Innocent Lies
Where Once We Walked
Cherif* / Dos au mur* / Meurtres au Paradis* / Odysseus* / Q.I.* 
season 2 / Un village français* season 5 / WorkinGirls* season 2
Moone Boy*
6 dollars per hour* / Allenby / Ananda* / Katmandu / Mom and 
dads* / Mother’s day*
Going home*
Shuga season 2
The Half Brother
Paradoks / The Deep End*
Life and Fate
King 2 Hearts
30° in February* / Don’t Ever Wipe Tears Without Gloves*
A Young Doctor’s Notebook* / Broadchurch* / In The Flesh* / Last 
Tango In Halifax / Line Of Duty* / Parade’s End* / Ripper Street* / 
Secret State* / The Fear* / The Paradise / Utopia* / White Heat

Argentina
Australia 

Austria 
Belgium 

Burkina Faso
Canada

Chile
Colombia

Czech Republic
Finland
France 

Ireland 
Israel

Japan
Kenya

Norway
Poland
 Russia

 South Korea 
Sweden

United Kingdom

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

For the second year in a row, accredited 
professionals have access to a large selection of 
the latest TV series from around the world on 
individual screen in our collection room. 
All the Series are subtitled in English. 

Discover productions from countries such as 
South Korea, Australia, Sweden, Canada, Argen-
tina and many others. Their creativity, origina-
lity and talent are true invitations to travel… 

international
showcase

* The International Showcase is for accredited audiovisual *series also presented on big screens, as part of the public screenings
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LAURENCE HERSZBERG     
General director

laurence.herszberg@forumdesimages.fr

FREDERIC LAVIGNE    
Artistic director

frederic.lavigne@forumdesimages.fr

FREDERIC PITTOORS D’HAVESKERCKE
Consultant specialist in co-productions

frederic@baradal.com

FRANCESCO CAPURRO
Co-production Forum coordinator
Mob : + 33 06 03 37 02 18
Ph : + 33 01 44 76 63 91  
francesco.capurro@forumdesimages.fr

JEFFREY BLEDSOE
Festival coordinator 
Ph : + 33 01 44 76 62 11  
jeffrey.bledsoe@forumdesimages.fr

ELISE TESSARECH
Séries Mania programmer

elise.tessarech@forumdesimages.fr

MARIE-ELISABETH DEROCHE-MILES
UK advisor for Séries Mania festival

FRANçOIS-PIER PELINARD LAMBERT
World series advisor for Séries Mania festival

ELEONORE MAGNIN 
Co-production Forum coordinator assistant 
Mob : + 33 06 72 91 38 43
Ph : + 33 01 44 76 62 13  
eleonore.magnin@forumdesimages.fr

FIONA JANIER
Production 
fiona.janier@forumdesimages.fr

JEANNE-VICTOIRE DAVID 
Production assistant 
Mob : + 33 06 70 99 17 58
Ph : + 33 01 44 76 62 16
jeanne-victoire.david@forumdesimages.fr

1ST TV SERIES CO-PRODUCTION FORUM

the
team

The 1st European TV Series Co-production Forum was organised with the collaboration of the Forum des Images team : 
Jeanne Pelissier, Nathalie Bouvier, François Pellet, Lily Candahl-Touta, Léa Colin.

Graphic design : Francesco Capurro




